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Dedicated to the memory of Professor Giinter Wassermann

After a short characterization of the most important stages of evolution of
quantitative texture analysis as they are seen by the author, problems of simplifica-
tion and improvement of precision are discussed especially concerning numerical
calculations using the harmonic apparatus.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The investigation of textures of polycrystalline materials and
especially the development of the corresponding theoretical ap-
paratus already possess a rich history. First systematic measure-
ments and considerations of preferred orientations were realized by
material scientists and geologists at the beginning of our century
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(Wenk, 1985). A new (quantitative and qualitative) level was
reached at the thirties especially in investigations of metallic
materials. This step is inseparable connected with the name of
Professor Wassermann, and his monography (Wassermann and
Greven, 1939, 1962) known by all specialists of texture science is
still looked upon as a standard work in this field.
The next qualitative step (in the sixties) concerns the quantitative

description of orientations (quantitative texture analysis"QTA"),
the reproduction of the orientation distribution function ("ODF")
f(g) from pole figures, the calculation of macroscopic properties of
polycrystalline samples and the modelling of mechanisms of texture
development using the concept of the ODF. Resting upon ideas
and activities of Viglin, Bunge and Roe (Viglin, 1960/61; Bunge,
1969, 82; Roe, 1965) a whole mathematical apparatus was developed
characterized by the term "harmonic" apparatus or method (Wenk,
1985) now.

In the seventies this apparatus was improved and generalized
above all by the Clausthal-Metz (Bunge, Esling) and Aachen-
Cracov (Luecke, Pospiech, Jura) collaborations. At this the concept
of ODF-representation by bell-shaped texture components carried
on by the last ones considerably simplifies the ODF interpretation
for practical purposes (Luecke et al., 1986). At the same time new
ideas concerning the "central problem of QTA" (ODF reproduc-
tion from pole figures) were suggested by Ruer, Baro and Imhof
considering this problem without the use of the harmonic apparatus
(Ruer and Baro, 1977; Imhof, 1982).
The beginning of the eighties could be characterized by the term

"ghost misery". The first explanation (Matthies, 1979) of the reason
for the ghost phenomenal" causes a multitude of theoretical ac-
tivities by various authors (summarized in Wenk, 1985; ICOTOM-
6; ICOTOM-7; Matthies, 1981; 1982a; Bunge and Esling, 1982;
Jura et al., 1980) analysing in detail and trying to overcome the
unpleasant situation.

f These phenomena are connected with elements of inversion symmetry in the
normal diffraction experiment or in the crystal class of the crystallites considered,
leading to a loss of information about the ODF in pole figures. In a formally
reproduced ODF with "reduced" content of information artificial maxima or minima
("ghosts") of considerable magnitude may appear absent in the true ODF. At first
such ghosts were independently observed by Matsuo (Matsuo et al., 1972) and
Pospiech (private communication, 1977).
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At the present moment the ghost problem and its consequences
can be considered as understood (Matthies and Helming, 1982;
Matthies, 1984). The most important knowledge is that the solution
of the central problem is ambiguous as a rule. Therefore any
reproduction method or activity of ghost correction (each leading to
its own "unambiguous" result due to "hidden" (Matthies, 1984) or
explicitly formulated additional conditions (Matthies, 1982a; Mat-
thies and Vinel, 1982)) should be characterized distinctly by the
properties of its ODF.

In this connection and for our most important lesson from the
"ghost incident" (carefully test the theoretical concepts mathe-
matically modelling the experiment and avoid hasty generalizations)
model calculations with high precision are very important. How-
ever, in order to test a theoretical concept the mathematical
model as well as the precision of the numerical calculation itself
should be as much as possible free from errors falsifying the effects
just to be investigated. This is to underline once more in the
present process of developing a "truly" QTA (Matthies, 1982b;
1984) that should be able to value the quantitative results not only
from the side of possible errors due to a reproduction method but
also from the side of the quantity (attainable resolution power) and
the quality of the experimental data (inner and outer compatibility
of pole figures---cf. Matthies, 1986; Matthies and Vinel, 1987;
Matthies et al., 1987).
Two tendencies in the eighties seem to be worth mentioning yet.

The first is the "renaissance" of QTA in the field of geosciences on
the new qualitative level using the ODF (Wenk, 1985). In this
connection the whole spectrum of possible crystal symmetries is of
interest. I.e. the volume of the elementary regions in the G-space of
orientations (sufficient for an unambiguous description of crystal
orientations), the number of pole figures necessary for a certain
resolution power of a reproduced ODF, the computer time and the
size of the library arrays optimizing the calculations will con-
siderably increase for lower crystal symmetries in comparison to the
common cubic case for metallic samples. Therefore realizing a
reproduction method it is to recommend to simplify and to optimize

See in this connection the concept of "Standard functions" developed by the
Rossendorf group (Matthies, 1980, 1982b, Matthies et al. 1987).
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the schema of computations keeping our eyes on all possible
symmetries right from the beginning.

Secondly, due to the stormy evolution of computer technics during
the last years especially leading to a wide availability of powerful
personal computers automatically the tendency appears to use
existing program systems of QTA by such computers. However, in
this connection it should not be forgotten that an insufficient
precision of a computer may considerably injure the value of the
results of the (as a rule) voluminous calculations.
At present the harmonic method of ODF reproduction from pole

figures is the most applied method in practice. In spite of complica-
tions appearing due to /-mixing by considerations of nonlinear
problems (e.g. ghost correction with guaranteed f(g)> (P-see Van
Houtte, 1983; Matthies, 1984) or due to series termination the
mathematical apparatus of this method is characterized by simplicity
and elegance especially for linear problems and analytical investiga-
tions. If the reproduced ODF is determined by other methods, e.g.
by the WlMV-method (Wenk, 1985; Matthies, 1982a; Matthies and
Vinel, 1982) working without any harmonic functions and series,
harmonic expressions may be of interest also.
So the determination of linear macroscopic properties of a

polycrystalline sample can elegantly be described by the harmonic
apparatus (Bunge, 1969, 1982). The advantage of such calculations
consists in the circumstance that we need for this end the C’’-
coefficients (cf. (22)) for up to only if the microscopic property
can be described by finite series about (l 0, 1,..., ). Effective
simplifications appear in numerical calculations of folding integrals
also---a valuable property of all representations of the Fourier type

Analysing the harmonic apparatus used in the common literature
of QTA especially from the views discussed above like simplifica-
tion, precision, effectiveness and universality some new moments
are realized in the corresponding computer programs of our group
that may be of common interest.

2 D- AND Y-FUNCTIONS

The quantitative description of the orientation "g" of a crystallite in
a sample can be reduced to three numbers (angles) characterizing
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three rotations (of defined order and manner) with the help of them
a sample fixed coordinate system KA can be oriented parallel to a
crystal fixed coordinate system KB. Both coordinate systems are
understood as right-handed cartesian ones (X x Y Z).
The mathematical apparatus dealing with orientations (rotations)

also possesses a rich history reaching up to the time of Euler,
concerns in a common sense the theory of the so-called rotation
group and has been continuously perfected up to now. Whereas in
the first time this apparatus was a domain of mathematicians only
investigating more or less abstract problems, new demands to the
apparatus appear when the physicists began to use this tool for their
problems. Working with "numbers" they were first at all interested
in simple and obvious expressions. Beginning with problems of
gravitation, electrostatics, electrodynamics, hydrodynamics, ther-
modynamics, diffusion a.o. for spherical geometry and connected
with the Laplace equation the apparatus of the rotation group has
been used in a much more intensive manner since the discovery of
quantum mechanics at the beginning of our century. During the
investigations of problems in atomic physics, nuclear physics,
physical chemistry, solid state physics and especially in physics of
elementary particles this apparatus has been developed to a
powerful and effective tool (Edmonds, 1957; Vashalovic et al.,
1975). At this the most important steps of interest for QTA were
finished already in the middle of the fifties (Edmonds, 1955).
The reason for such a "mathematical" engagement of the

theoretical physicists can be understood by the fact, that the formal
indices l, m (see below) of the harmonic apparatus are directly
connected with the magnitude or the projection of the angular
momentum of a particle or system of particles. From our point of
view it is a somewhat "tragic" circumstance for QTA that the
"theoretical texturists" in the sixties do not use the already existing
modern apparatus what leads to a confusion in descriptions,
inaccuracies, partly repeated "inventions of the bicycle", loss of
possible simplifications and other things. At this it must be
underlined that all these moments are not so aggravating in the
traditional case of cubic-orthorhombic symmetry. But remembering
the above discussions, unifications and optimizations should be
aspired to in future. Of course, this is a complicated manysided
process. Some moments of our concepts concerning the har-
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monic apparatus and described in more detail in (Matthies et al.,
1987) will be given in the next.
The first concerns the variant of Eulerian angles used by us,

describing the rotations for the operation KA--- Kn. The version of
Roe using the angles % 0, q9 (correspondingly denoted by cr, fl, y in
the theoretical physics) possesses the advantage that the direction of
the ZB coordinate axis relative to KA is given by cr and ft. At this/3
and o are to be understood as the common spherical angles of a
direction (, q9) respectively, with Othe pqle distance from ZA
and qvthe azimuth (measured relative to the_, XA axi_,s).
By the notation g { cr, fl, y} {L Y} and R’ g. R (R’ means the

direction R--given in KA--in regard of Kn) analytical considerations
can be realized in a straightforward manner. So, for instance, the
relation (/, 0} g- (g. R, ) (0 < < 2r) is valid simplifying the
investigation of explicit relationships between the ODF f(g) and
various types of pole figures including their properties of symmetry.
The ODF can be represented by series of so-called D-functions

f(g) E E r’nDlm,n(g) (1)
/=0 m,n=-I

forming a system of orthogonal funtions with

’ D*m’,n’(g) m,n(g) dg

f2r (.rr f02r-Jo aCJo sind dTD,,,({, fl, })Dm,n(

-21 + 1 ’’’’’" (2)

,({, , rll e-m -am,(le , (

,() (- ,o),, cos (s [m nl/)
=0

(a cos (s) + b sin (s)), (4)
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and

A =dm,n m,

(_l)m+n2_l((l+m)!(l--m)!)l/2k (l+n)( l--n )(_l)k"(l+n)!(l--n)! k k+m-n

(5)

Bunge’s school uses the variant of Eulerian angles g [q0a,
(epa o + /2, , PE Y- z/2) and the set of T-functions"

Tn’n([q91, b, q92]) eimq’2e’’n(dp)ein’l

(-1)m+nDlm(( OG fl,
--( 1)m+nom,n({Og , )t} 1), (6)

with
(7)

Contrary to the real dm,,(fl) the Pr’n(dp) may be imaginary
depending on m and n. This is a moment somewhat complicating
the derivation of analytical expressions especially for low sym-
metries. In order to preserve a maximum of comparability of series
for f (g) of type (1) written in D- or T-functions we use in concrete
calculations the form

f (g) m,n --1).Cl Dm,n(g (8)
1=0 m,n=--I

In the space of spherical angles the corresponding system of
orthogonal functions is formed by the Y-functions"

/21 + 1
YI,m(F) Yl,m(O, 9)= V 4st

D,0((99, O,

--eim (. /21-t-ldt )eimqv 4:r
m’(O) Ol’m(O)’ (9)

They are connected with the k-functions used by Bunge’s school:

k?(O, )--(--1)mYt,m(O, )
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with

fRYl
6,r6m,m’.

For a direction ’ =g. the relation

Yt,m(’) ] Yt,n()D,,,,(g)

is valid. In analogy to (8) we have

F()=] ] fl,mYl,m(’).
l=0 m=-I

m,(’)Ym(’) d dep sin t dOYt,,m,(O, )Ym(l.}, )

(10)

(11)

(12)

3 TESSERAL FUNCTIONS

Although in the D- and Y-functions (cf. (3) and (9)) their complex
character is already simplified in a maximum manner the question
is, is there a fully real system of harmonic functions in the G-
respectively R-space? Indeed, all expressions in OTA of physical
meaning like the ODF f(g) or pole figures (functions of the type
(12)) are of real nature. In theoretical physics (dealing with angular
momentums) the Y and D,,,, possess the advantage that the l, m, n
are directly connected with quantum numbers and their use
simplifies the derivation of corresponding selection rules. But for
our problems this circumstance is not of primary interest and it
would be desirable to formulate the harmonic expressions for real
quantities by real functions right from the beginning. This can be
realized with the help of the so-called "tesseral functions" (Morse
and Feshbach, 1953) already considered in the last century (n
-l, -l + 1,..., l- 1, 1-tesseral index numbers):

/ rh() rhA,’ Y,.(), (13)

l_ h(g)--m, E (Ar’m)*D’ A’n,m,n(g) (14)
m,n=--I
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with
At Erh(lm, Irh -I- r/rh(--1)mm, Ihl), (15)

Erh 11/ff f + 1
1 t/,= 0 for fit=0.

i/V -1 <0

For their explicit form we have

(16)

_, /21+1
Y,,(O, q9)=(-1) / 4r

Wcos (11 q0)
,, o(0) 1

/ sin (11 )
or

91 1)a’+’ia,,a(g) (- d(a,,, Ihl()[Cl COS (Irhl c / I,il
+ C2 sin (11 + Ihl )] + (-1) d,,, ,,(
X [C3 COS (11 -I1 v) + C4 sin (ll

with

fit =0,
fit<0

(17)

(18)

117’/ h C C2 C3 C4

>0 >0 1 0 1 0
<0 <0 1 0 -1 0
>0 <0 0 -1 0 1
<0 >0 0 1 0 1
>o =o 0 0 o
<o =o 0 0 o
=o >o o o o
=o <o 0 -V o 0
=0 =0 1 0 0 0

(19)

Because (13) and (14) correspond to unitary transformations all
the key equations of the harmonic apparatus in OTA ((2), (8), (10),
(11), (12) and the first stroke of (9)) are also valid. We have to
change correspondingly D, Y, m, n by/), I7, fit, h only additionally
omitting the stars (*) due to/)*=/) and I?*= I7".
For numerical aspects there are simplifications also because the

tesseral indexes entry the expressions having to be calculated or
stored (sin, cos, d(fl)) with their modulus only. Another advantage
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of the tesseral formulation is the simple form of the symmetry
coefficients and indexes especially for low symmetries.

4 SYMMETRIZED HARMONIC FUNCTIONS

Two types of symmetry relations are of interest in QTA. The first
one concerns the crystal and sample symmetry in regard of the
ODF:

f (g) f (gn," g gA,); k 1, 2,..., NA; j 1, 2,..., Nn.
(20)

At this the point groups GA and G with their group elements ga
and g are pure rotation groups. Introducing symmetrized D-
functions with

Dt.,,,({g,,.g gA,} -1) D, v(g-1) (21)
the harmonic series for the ODF f(g) (8) can considerably be
simplified (Bunge, 1969, 82) due to (G, 1)< 21 + 1:

(Gn,l) (G,a,l)

f(g)=E Z Z C’VDt,v(g-1). (22)
l=0 /2=1 v=l

The symmetrized (real) D-functions are given in the tesseral
formulation by

O,,,(g) a"A" a’lta,,,,.o,’A’[ e,, (23)
m,n=--I

with real A-coefficients also. The last are especially simple in the
case of low symmetries:

with Az"’a’= dia,,a,,, (24)

rh’ (- 1)+in int (#/2),
l* 1, 2,..., (Cn, l) =2int (l/n) + 1;

fit’= (--1)/n(/2 (1 + (--1)1)/2),
1, 2,..., ..(Dn, l) int (I/n) + (1 + (-1)/)/2.

(25)

(26)
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Analogic simplifications appear in the connection between the #
or v and the tesseral indexes for the case of G O or T as well as at
the description of functions of the type (12) (like pole figures)
depending on directions. However, at this point groups have to
be considered which may contain inversion affected symmetry
elements also (Matthies and Helming, 1982)"

E
,h=-t (27)

tt 1, 2,..., (, 1),
A maximum of simplifications will appear if the corresponding
coordinate systems Kn or KA are chosen in a manner closely
adapted to the corresponding symmetry elements of the crystal
lattice or sample. An uniform schema is given in (Matthies et al.,
1987) including all possible point symmetries of interest for quan-
titative texture analysis.

5 SOME ASPECTS CONCERNING THE NUMERICAL
ACCURACY OF HARMONIC QUANTITIES

Since the Y-functions are due to (9) a special case of the
D-functions we focus our attention on the last ones only.
A typical moment of the harmonic apparatus is that for numerical

calculations (especially for large 1) always a lot of positive and
negative values of various magnitude has to be added. If the used
computer possesses a small accuracy only (e.g. 6 significant digits)
and if in the programs no special arrangements are realized for the
organization of addition procedures then a great probability will
exist for results of low quality.

In order to demonstrate this well known effect in numerical
mathematics let us consider a simple example assuming that our
computer is working with a precision of four digits in the mantissa
only. I.e. a real number is given by +’N1N2N3N4 10+M-
-t-O.NINaN3N4 E + M (N (G0), N2, N3, N4 0, 1, 2, 3,..., 9; M--a
positive integer). Now for this precision 1000 + 0.1 will be con-
sidered as 1000 and leads to an error of 0.01% only. But if there is a
large number of small terms in a sum the deviation from the exact
result may be more heavy.
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So the exact result of 2000 1000 + 0.1 + 0.1 + + 0.1 (4440
terms) -0.2 0.2 0.2 (1110 terms) 1000 equals 222. De-
pending on the order how these terms are by accident arranged in the
sum being to be calculated by our computer the results may be quite
different. For the given order we will get 0. For 0.1 + 0.1 +... +
0.1 (1110 terms) + 2000- 1000- 0.2- 0.2 0.2 (1110
terms) + 0.1 + 0.1 + + 0.1 (3330 terms) 1000 the result will be
111. The arrangement 0.1 + 0.1 + + 0.1 (4440 terms) + 2000
1000-0.2-0.2 0.2 (1110 terms)-1000 leads to 444. For
-0.2- 0.2 0.2 (1110 terms) + 2000 + 0.1 + 0.1 + + 0.1
(4440 terms)- 1000- 1000 we get -222 and so on.
The smallest error will appear for a sum with a large number of

terms (in our example we get the exact result) if the sum is divided
into two sums (S/, S_) for the positive and negative terms respec-
tively. At this in S/ and S_ the terms are to be arranged in the order
of increasing modulus. So we get S/ 0.1 + 0.1 + + 0.1 (4440
terms) + 2000, S_ -(0.2 + 0.2 + + 0.2 (1110 terms) + 1000 +
1000) and S S/ + S_ 2444- 2222 222.
Of course, for the realization of such an arrangement of terms in

sums much computer time is necessary. For this reason and in order
to minimize the roundoff errors it is desirable to avoid (if possible)
sums with many terms especially if those may be of very different
magnitude. In our problem such a situation arises for large in the
calculation of D-functions. At this the most critical moments are
connected with the calculation of the dlm, n(fl) values (cf. (3)).

Usually the dtm, n(fl) are calculated by the expressions (4) and (5).
At this the a. ,nAm,n or the and b have to be determined once
only and can be stored in a library then.
From a first sight there are no problems for this end using the

simple expression (5), but remembering the above discussion
complications may appear realizing the sum by a computer with
limited precision. Analysing for instance the sum in (5) for A,60 we
see that for small and large k (k -0, 1, 2,..., 46) the terms are of
the order of 1, whereas for k- 23 we get a number of the order of
1025"
In order to avoid such difficulties Esling and co-workers (Bunge

and Esling 1982)" suggested to calculate the A (m > n > 0) bym,n

See in this connection (Liang et al., 1980) and the corresponding discussions at
ICOTOM-6 (page 1239) also.
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recurrence using an expression combining A/rn_l,n_l, Alm+l,n+l,
Atm+l,n and Am,.. The calculation of the starting values A A_l,n 1,n

can be realized without problems (cf. (30)) Moreover, the Am,n

with m,n <0 or m <n follow immediately from the calculated
A/m,n (m > n > 0) using the relation

l]m+nd (B -l]m+ndt --n()d/m,n() ( : n,m\t-’) ( , --m,

(- 1)+mdm, _,,(zc ). (28)

for/ r/2.
Our more detailed analysis of the problem has shown that this

schema can additionally be simplified. At first, for a recurrence the
connection

At,,, [2nA/m_l

V’(I m + 1)(1 + m) Atm,n]/V’(l + m 1)(1- m + 2) (29)

can be used combining three A only. The starting values are given
by

A,n (--1)+n((21)!/[(l + n)! (1- n)!])v2/2,
A_I, n(2/l)1/2 zx,,,. (30)

Secondly, for even l the values of A,o and A,I connected with
the largest number of recurrence steps can be used to test the
accuracy of the results. For this end we can compare them with
their exact values

=2--1,(l2
"l/2

/ I’2-,A,= Ao,o =o--/k
(-1)=(-1) 1/2) (/ven). (31)

At the end we can avoid the calculation of the A and them,n

organization of a library for their use in (4) at all. Indeed, the
recurrence (29) is a special case of the common connection
(Varshalovic et al., 1975)

dlm_z,,(fl)
2[n (m 1) cos ]dtm_l,n()/sin /(l- m + 1)(I + m)dt,,,,n()

V’(I + m 1)(1- m + 2)
(32)
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only. Now with the help of

(20! )l*nd,,(fl)
(l + n)! (1 n)!

(-1 (cos (fl/2))l*n(sin (fl/2))1-,(33)
d-l,n(fl) -l(n cos fl)d,,,(fl)/sin fl, (34)

dim,n(0) (m,n, dm (:r) (- 1,)l+rnlm, (35)
and using (28) all necessary dm,n() can be calculated by an
expense comparable with that for (4), but with much higher
precision. The corresponding computer routines can be organized
very effectively especially for the typical case of a constant grid in
the G-space.
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